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DESCRIPTION: As photographer Rick Rhodes images convey, Charleston s ancient moss-draped

trees, wonderful mix of historic architectural variety, and melting pot of cultural influences retain her

old-world charm. It s a bustling city with a laid-back attitude, where cars and horse-drawn carriages

share the narrow, oak-lined roads. Charlestonians have worked hard to preserve the city s historic

homes, parks, beaches and Lowcountry marshes. We invite you to flip leisurely through the pages

of this book and kayak or boat the area s rivers and salt marshes, explore historic plantations, stroll

through the Charleston Farmer s Market, or dine on Shem Creek at sunset; delight in the beauty

and history that Charleston and the surrounding Lowcountry has to offer.
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PHOTOGRAPHER: Rick Rhodes uses his creative eye, along with his extensive technical talents,

to capture his commercial and nature photos and communicate through them. . Whether soaring at

1500 feet above Charleston s Harbor, riding to the very top of the newly spectacular span of the

Arthur Ravenel Bridge, or with his feet firmly planted on the ground, Rick s photography of his native

Charleston shares a personal admiration for the region. He has earned degrees in Commercial

Photography and Color Technology at Brooks Institute of Photography in Santa Barbara, California

and Southeast Center for Photographic Studies in Daytona Beach, Florida. Rick Rhodes

Photography is his commercial photography studio in the West Ashley area of Charleston.

I bought this coffee table book for my nephew and his new bride. They love Charleston and I

attended their wedding on Kiawah Island. It seemed perfect for them along with another Charleston



book for interior views as she has a degree in interior design. They both arrived quickly in perfect

condition.

I bought this as a Christmas gift for my daughter, and just had to sit down and thumb through it. It's

a beautiful book - like a mini-visit that evoked great memories of exploring Charleston.

I have been to Charleston a number of times and it always is a charming place to visit. The book

was a wedding present for a Canadian relative and her spouse to entice them to come on down and

together we could enjoy the charms of Charleston.

Its a very well put together book! Mine came in perfect condition and I was glad to give it to my

brother as a gift. He had just moved to Charleston and found this a great way to go see some local

sights!

Good coffee table book. There was some writing and damage to the book, so I suggest buying a

new since the used tend to be very worn.

This is a beautiful book! I really like it because it is newer (published in 2008 I think) and includes

some great photos of the new bridge. Great photos overall - and perfect for the Charleston resident

or anyone planning a trip to Charleston!

This is a great book - lots of photos of hisotric places in Charleston, SC. Have it out on the end table

and many who visit us have also enjoyed its contents.

Pretty much just what I was looking for - would have liked a few more pictures of CofC if possible.
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